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ABSTRACT Agent-based systems have been widely used to develop industrial control systems when they
are required to address issues such as flexibility, scalability and portability. The most common approach
to develop such control systems is with agents embedded in a platform that provides software libraries and
runtime services that ease the development process. These platforms also bring challenges to the agent-based
control system engineering. Firstly, they influence the control system design, for example, by assuming the
need of a global directory of agents even if this is not required. Hence, introducing unnecessary overhead to
the control system that can worsen when it grows. Secondly, as agents are embedded in the platform, it also
constraints the deployment of agents across available edge, fog and cloud computing infrastructures. This
paper addresses these challenges through an approach to build agent-based control systems, that relaxes
the dependencies in multiagent system (MAS) platforms, through the use of container-based virtualisation.
This approach enables the implementation of agents as self-contained applications that can be deployed
in independent environments but still are able to communicate and coordinate with other agents of the
control system. We built a prototype and evaluated this approach in the context of a case study for the
supervisory control of digital network infrastructures. This case study enabled us to demonstrate feasibility
of the approach and to show the flexibility, of the resulting control system, to adopt several topologies as
well as to operate at different scales, over emulated networks. We also concluded that designing agents as
individual deployment units is also cost-effective especially in control scenarios with low number of stable
agents.

INDEX TERMS Agent-based control, Multiagent systems, Micro services, Container-based virtualisation
Industrial control, System containers

I. INTRODUCTION1

Modern industrial systems undergo a continuous and massive2

demand for highly personalised services and products. Flexi-3

bility to efficiently produce or provision services of different4

characteristics as well as the ability to scale up and down5

this production/provision become key requirements of such6

industrial systems. Likewise, the control systems should act7

as facilitators for addressing these requirements and therefore8

exhibit also scalability and flexibility, while avoiding com-9

promises in performance and effectiveness. Rapid changes10

in the controlled system implies either a highly flexible11

control architecture –which is computationally expensive– or12

very short cycles of re-adjustment and re-tuning to the new13

conditions by control designers.14

Although these requirements have been widely addressed 15

by the research community (section II), recent trends to- 16

wards cloud manufacturing [1] and software-based services 17

[2] tighten demands for control systems. The availability of 18

diverse computing infrastructures has opened another dimen- 19

sion of flexibility, closely linked to portability, where the 20

system should be able to be deployed across available in- 21

frastructure from edge to cloud passing through fog hardware 22

resources [3]. This way the control system can take advantage 23

of the best deployment strategies in order to reduce data 24

transmission to the cloud and latency when the industrial 25

system demands it. As production and service provision 26

systems increasingly rely on software components –e.g. web 27

services– that enable quick reconfiguration of resources and 28
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capabilities, the control systems should operate with similar29

speed and exhibit the ability to shrink or expand (e.g. in terms30

of the number of controlling entities) according to demand31

patterns.32

The agent-based paradigm has demonstrated to be effec-33

tive in addressing different requirements of flexibility (e.g.34

mix, volume, product, etc.) identified for industrial systems.35

However, existing approaches for agent-based control are36

usually coupled to an agent platform which operates on con-37

trolled or semi controlled environments. When addressing38

flexibility and scalability this is a problem, as usually agent39

platforms have their own limitations and evolution cycles.40

For example, some of the platforms are strictly academic41

efforts while others are industry initiatives. Some platforms42

are more aligned to standards than others and the openness is43

limited as usually agents implemented in one platform cannot44

be accommodated in another one [4]. Coupling the control45

system to the platform brings uncertainty as the platform46

might not evolve as the control systems requires.47

Latest advances in virtualisation and microservices ar-48

chitectural patterns have incorporated new approaches and49

technologies for engineering of complex software systems50

[5]. Jointly used, these are tools that enable building systems51

from loosely coupled and distributed services that can evolve52

independently of each other and are easily portable across the53

available computing infrastructure [6]. Few efforts have been54

found in the literature of agent-based control systems that do55

not rely in conventional MAS platforms but try to combine56

advantages of agents and these technologies and architectural57

patterns.58

The main contributions of this paper are threefold. First,59

it proposes an approach for engineering of agent control60

systems, using container-based virtualisation and microser-61

vices architectural patterns as an alternative to conventional62

approaches where the agent-based control system is coupled63

to a MAS platform. Second, the paper introduces a reference64

architecture that shows how this approach can be used to65

build the mentioned control systems. Thirdly, it discusses66

a case study in the context of next generation digital net-67

work infrastructures where the benefits of this approach are68

demonstrated, initially at small scale, through a prototype69

operating in a realistic environment, and later, at a larger70

scale, via simulation experiments.71

This paper is organised as follows. Section II reviews the72

relevant literature on agent-based control systems, the use of73

MAS platforms and the tools used in this work. Next, section74

III introduces the overall approach, discusses how global75

directory of agents are substituted and how the agents are76

decoupled from a platform, the end of this section presents77

relevant design considerations. Section IV elaborates our78

second contribution by introducing a reference architecture79

to build industrial systems using control behaviours and con-80

tainerised agents. The section V describes the case study and81

the evaluation approach, it also discuses the results obtained82

and the lessons learned. Finally, section VI summarises con-83

cluding remarks and future work.84

II. RELATED WORK 85

This section reviews key contributions in three directions: the 86

motivation for agent-based control systems, the development 87

approach for such systems and a set of software tools with 88

potential to complement current development approaches. 89

A. RATIONALE FOR MULTIAGENT-BASED CONTROL 90

SYSTEMS 91

Modern industrial control systems aim to meet multiple 92

non-functional requirements. Among these, flexibility [7], 93

scalability [8] and portability [9] are fundamental to en- 94

sure their continuous evolution and long-lasting operation. 95

Flexibility refers to how easy the system can be modified 96

for applications or environments that are different to the 97

ones it was initially designed for [10]. In manufacturing 98

control, flexibility refers to the ability to change the mix 99

of products, volumes, the sequence of operations in which 100

they are produced or the flows of material, among others 101

[11], [12]. Portability is defined as “the ease with which 102

a system or component can be transferred from one hard- 103

ware or software environment to another” [10]. Portability is 104

even more necessary nowadays as computing resources are 105

widely distributed along edge, fog and cloud infrastructures. 106

Scalability refers not only to the ability of the system to 107

accommodate and handle an increasing amount of workload 108

[8] but also to perform efficiently under these conditions 109

[13]. Multiagent systems have been instrumental to address 110

these requirements in several industrial contexts [14] and we 111

review some of these solutions. 112

ADACOR[15] is an agile and adaptive architecture that 113

enables fast reaction to disturbances in the shop floor. In this 114

architecture agents are used to materialise a set of cooperative 115

and autonomous holons, where a supervisor holon is able to 116

coordinate and make decisions with a global perspective. A 117

prototype of ADACOR was built using JADE as it provided 118

compliance with FIPA agent standards. SOHCA[16] is a 119

service-oriented and holonic control architecture for recon- 120

figuration of disperse manufacturing systems presented. In 121

their paper, authors propose a method to design such recon- 122

figurable systems using Petri Nets and enabling integration 123

between factory control and shop floor control layers. 124

WANTS[17] introduces a workflow and agents approach 125

for managing large-scale network and service management 126

in the context of Telecom Italia. In their work, the authors 127

report the use of WANTS for access network and part of the 128

metropolitan aggregation network, not for the national back- 129

bone. WANTS is developed on top of WADE, a Workflow 130

extension of JADE, that gives JADE agents the ability to 131

execute workflows. WANTS architecture incorporates Agent 132

Applications (AA) that are developed as workflow engines. 133

They report their approach is flexible to changes in devices 134

and in the topology of the network. Authors do not mention 135

portability of their solution across infrastructure. The authors 136

of [18] present a hierarchical agent architecture built with 137

JADE and OSGI. 138
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Fig. 1: Implementation approaches in the top-50 most cited
papers related to multiagent industrial control.

B. MULTIAGENT-BASED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT139

The development of agent-based control systems relies in140

Multiagent system (MAS) platforms. Fig. 1 shows a sum-141

mary of the implementation approaches in the 50 most cited1
142

journal and conference papers, related to "multi agent indus-143

trial control" that were published in the last decade and that144

reported some implementation, i.e. excluding reviews and145

purely theoretical contributions. MAS platforms have been146

used in 16 out of 27 papers with an operational system pro-147

totype, with JADE[19] used or extended in 13, JaCaMo[20]148

in 2 and Gorite[21] in 1. This sample gives an indication of149

the importance of MAS platforms in the agent-based control150

development. However, the reader is directed to [22], [23] for151

more comprehensive reviews of existing platforms.152

Such platforms are technological architectures that provide153

the environment in which agents operate [24]. They ease the154

engineering of the control system and facilitate interoperabil-155

ity among standard-compliant platforms [25]. For example,156

platforms based on the FIPA2 standard incorporate agent157

and service directory services where agents register and look158

for others or the services they offer [26]. However, such a159

platform-dependent approach has the following implications160

to the industrial control systems:161

• Platform Localisation. The assumption that (FIPA-162

compliant) platforms are controlled environments with163

central directory services [26] might affect system scal-164

ability and robustness [27] as it incorporates a single165

point of failure to the system [28]. Discovery of other166

agents and their services is, by design, dependant on167

a directory, ruling out other approaches such as a de-168

centralised service discovery [29]. This assumption also169

implies that platforms provide global visibility of the170

entire MAS. Not only maintaining the global view of171

the MAS can be computationally demanding as the172

system grows, but also there are cases where a global173

view is not necessary to achieve global system goals as174

shown in several applications within the field of swarm175

engineering [30].176

• Platform Extendability Constraints. The platform ser-177

vices are deployed as one or several software applica-178

1According to Semantics Scholar on 17/12/2020.
2Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents

tions with agents embedded within the platform [28]. 179

We highlight two implications of this approach: on the 180

one side, it couples the agents to a particular platform, 181

usually one platform cannot accommodate agents devel- 182

oped in other platform [24]. Furthermore, interoperation 183

between multiple platforms is also limited and only re- 184

cently, progress has been made in defining environments 185

that enable such interactions [31]. On the other side, this 186

approach implies that agents might share resources and 187

then interfere with each other when they are deployed 188

as a single application. Moreover, the ability to monitor 189

individual agents performance and their resource usage 190

varies widely from platform to platform. Monitoring 191

individual agent’s resource usage is key to scale the 192

system and make decisions about where to deploy each 193

agent according to their resource demands. 194

• Platform Deployment Limitations. Despite substantial 195

progress enabled by the existing platforms, it is still 196

an open challenge to facilitate the distribution of in- 197

telligence across the available infrastructure i.e. edge, 198

fog and cloud [3]. In addition, the amount of manual 199

setup required [27] slows down the processes of porting 200

agents to different computing environments. 201

Overall, an agent platform eases the implementation of the 202

agent-based control systems, but it also constraints the way 203

that the solutions are built. As a result, the control system 204

ability to address requirements of flexibility, portability and 205

scalability is limited by the platform’s capabilities. The ef- 206

forts to mitigate these limitations can take two directions. On 207

the one side, evolving and extending the current platforms, 208

e.g. by enabling deploying of agents developed in other lan- 209

guages and platforms, as suggested by [4]. Alternatively, the 210

dependency on MAS platforms can be reduced, for example, 211

by bringing, to the control system engineering, other dis- 212

tributed systems development approaches and technologies 213

that have been less exploited in this field. 214

C. DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM ENGINEERING TOOLS 215

This paper presents alternatives to platform-based agent de- 216

velopment that can facilitate the development of ad hoc 217

agent-based control systems. To support this, here we review 218

some system engineering tools that have the potential to 219

complement MAS-based industrial control engineering. 220

1) Microservices 221

Authors of [32] define microservices as decoupled and au- 222

tonomous software units with a specific functionality in a 223

bounded context. For [33], microservices is an specific ap- 224

proach to implement Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) 225

where each microservice is a small autonomous service 226

within a business boundary. Microservices is also regarded 227

as an approach to build distributed systems from “small 228

applications with a single responsibility and that scale up and 229

are deployed independently” [34]. 230

In [6], Richards highlights that microservices is an archi- 231

tectural pattern in which, regardless of the implementation 232
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Fig. 2: Virtualisation architectures.

topology, a central notion of the pattern is having “separately233

deployed units” which increase scalability and decoupling of234

components. Microservices also brings the advantage of real-235

time production deployments, where the services component236

can be easily and quickly swapped in real-time. According237

to [35], the distinctive features of microservices are encap-238

sulation, modularity, distributed composition and network-239

accessibility.240

Applications of microservices in industrial context have241

shown their benefits. Authors of [36] present their ongoing242

efforts for transformation of the architecture of a distributed243

automation system to use microservices. [37] propose to244

build MAS based on microservices hence offering scalability,245

flexibility and loosely coupling to Internet of Things (IoT)246

applications. [38] introduced an edge-based microservices247

architecture for IoT. They developed a mobility analysis ser-248

vices case with extendable microservices and deployed their249

system in low-capacity edge servers. Their results confirmed250

the low latency of edge-computing solutions. [39] introduced251

the "Multi-Agent Microservices" (MAMS) approach, where252

interface agents expose their inbox –and potentially other253

aspects of their internal state— as web resources, so other254

agents use these resources to interact.255

2) Virtualisation & System Containers256

Virtualisation technologies enable decoupling of the hard-257

ware and the software running on it [40]. This decoupling fa-258

cilitates isolation of shared resources and capabilities as well259

as runtime reconfiguration. As illustrated in Fig. 2 (adapted260

from [40]) the virtualisation can be achieved through a261

hypervisor or through system containers [40]. Hypervisors262

enable the creation of Virtual Machines (VMs) with a set of263

allocated computing resources e.g. CPU, RAM, network and264

file system. Depending on how the virtualisation is achieved,265

the hypervisor can be of type I, if it enables the creation of266

VMs on top of the bare hardware; or of type II, if it enables 267

creation of VMs on top of a host operating system. 268

Whereas VMs require a full guest operating system, con- 269

tainers offer a more lightweight approach, leveraging on the 270

host operating system kernel and implementing isolation of 271

processes [41], as well as, isolation of context and computing 272

resources [42]. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the containers are 273

built from an image script that links the required operating 274

system libraries and the software dependencies, together with 275

the application source code. 276

The joint use of microservices and containers brings ben- 277

efits in code portability, life cycle management and resource 278

utilisation [43]. With this approach, code portability is made 279

simple. A single image works as the template to build and 280

run one or many containers across different computing infras- 281

tructures with little configuration required and no additional 282

development. The image-based approach enables automation 283

of the image workflow by re-compiling, testing, deploying 284

and running new containers once the source code is updated 285

[44]. A container manager system –a.k.a engine–, is able to 286

store multiple images and create containers, on demand, from 287

the image built from the scripts as shown in Fig. 3. Since the 288

containers require a lower overhead than a VM, these can 289

be used to implement individual independent applications or 290

microservices. Furthermore, library operating systems, such 291

as Unikernels, enable the creation of guest operating systems 292

based on a specialised kernel i.e., tailored to a single-purpose 293

application, making these systems more secure and resource- 294

efficient than conventional virtualised equivalents [45]. 295

Note that these system containers, are different to the 296

application containers that have been implemented for some 297

MAS platforms, for example JADE. There are multiple 298

differences between these implementations of the container 299

pattern, perhaps the most relevant are that system containers 300

provide isolation of resources while enable the creation of 301

fully specialised software environment from the operating 302

system [40]. On the other side, the application containers are 303

MAS-platform specific and depend on the programming lan- 304

guage runtime the platform is implemented e.g. Java Virtual 305

Machine [25]. 306

In the industrial context, system containers have been 307

barely discussed. [46] proposed an architecture for a multi- 308

purpose industrial controller that supports multiple PLC ex- 309

ecution engines while addressing flexible function deploy- 310

ment. [47] explored the use of containers in real-time applica- 311

tions to migrate from bare metal hardware to cloud platforms, 312

with comparable latency performance. 313

III. MAS DEVELOPMENT WITH REDUCED PLATFORM 314

DEPENDENCIES 315

Given the issues identified in the previous section with 316

platform-centred approach, it is desirable that industrial 317

agent-based control systems consider these requirements: 1) 318

to avoid by-default single-point of failures, 2) to avoid agent 319

interference by enabling resource isolation and 3) to ease 320

agent portability across the available infrastructure. In this 321
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Fig. 3: Container generation

section, we discuss how these requirements can be tackled322

with tools described in II-C.323

A. CONTAINER-VIRTUALISATION FOR MAS324

DEVELOPMENT325

The approach being used in this paper has its origins in the326

telecom network engineering. Traditional telecommunication327

networks were built from devices that performed different328

network functions, e.g. routing or switching. Only recently329

these functions were decoupled from the network devices in330

an approach called Network Function Virtualisation (NFV)331

that enables the deployment of functions across distributed332

computing infrastructure as well as the selection and com-333

position of them for the delivery of the telecommunication334

services [2].335

Inspired by these decoupled functions, agents of an agent-336

based control system can also be decoupled from the devices337

they are running on, and especially from a single MAS338

platform. In consequence, the notion of an agent as a self-339

contained design entity, goes beyond a design concept to be-340

come also a self-contained deployment unit. Compared to the341

NFV approach, there are two key differences of these agents.342

First, these agents perform wider control functions that can343

be extended beyond the telecommunications domain, for344

example, these agents can perform production control [48],345

including monitoring and scheduling. Second, the agents are346

active and not passive services that need to be orchestrated as347

is the case of functions in NFV.348

Such agents are containerised software units that carry349

out industrial control functions. They are implemented as350

lightweight and self-contained applications with a narrow-351

bounded responsibility. This enable these agents to be de-352

ployed, scaled, tested, evolved, started and stopped indepen-353

dently of other agents and its environment. As the agents are354

deployed in system containers they can be implemented in355

different programming languages, runtime platforms and en-356

vironments. Likewise, as the resulting control system is built357

from a collection of independent agents, the dependencies to358

a MAS platform are relaxed.359

We now highlight the key properties of this approach and360

discuss the differences with conventional approach that help361

to address the shortcomings identified in section II-B.362

B. REMOVING THE NEED FOR A GLOBAL DIRECTORY 363

OF AGENTS AND SERVICES 364

System containers have their own identification (e.g. IP ad- 365

dresses) for each network they are connected to. Hence, a 366

one-to-one mapping between the container and the agent, re- 367

moves the need for extra agent IDs. This mapping simplifies 368

discovery of agents and still multiple agents can run in the 369

same machine given they are deployed in different system 370

containers and also multiple overlay networks can be defined. 371

Agents use their network address to locate each other, every 372

agent has a local directory with the addresses of the agents of 373

interest. The system designer determines the constraints on 374

the size of the local directories and the protocols to maintain 375

them. This approach brings flexibility to the control system as 376

decentralised service discovery can be used to locate agents 377

and services. Since there is no global system view by default, 378

the decision of the type of view to maintain is up to the 379

system designer and can vary depending on the number of 380

agents of the control system and the resources available 381

for each one. For example, a design can include distributed 382

registries in each agent that keep references of other agents 383

depending on their needs and their availability, similar to 384

what is done in ad hoc network protocols [49]. 385

C. DECOUPLING AN AGENT-BASED CONTROL SYSTEM 386

FROM MAS PLATFORM 387

Each agent of the control system runs an isolated environ- 388

ment provided by the system container. This means the agent 389

is deployed with its own operating system and the software 390

libraries required, according to its functionality. The agent is 391

also able to distribute its functionality along multiple threads 392

of execution. Agents in a control system are generally hetero- 393

geneous in various aspects. For example, agents representing 394

resources of a manufacturing shop floor have responsibility 395

to continuously monitor and adjust configurations of physical 396

properties of the resource (e.g. a milling machine), and hence 397

these agents can have a long-lasting lifespan while the ma- 398

chine is in operation. On the other side, for example, agents 399

representing orders, might be transient, performing simpler 400

functions within minutes before expiring. Although any of 401

these agents can be implemented with system containers, the 402

container image characteristics and software infrastructure 403

required in each case might be completely different. As the 404

number of simultaneous orders, although transient, might 405

be generally higher than the number of resources, the sys- 406

tem containers for implementing these "order" agents have 407

stricter resource constraints. These constraints can be met 408

by implementing these agents in a different programming 409

language and base operating systems than the ones used for 410

the "resource" agents. As indicated in section II-C2, existing 411

technologies enable deployment of highly bespoke operating 412

systems with minimal footprint and overhead. The whole 413

control system is not embedded in a MAS platform but each 414

containerised agent has its own software infrastructure that 415

can evolve independently of the system. In addition, resource 416

usage by each agent can be monitored uniformly at system 417
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Fig. 4: Comparison of agents response time when sharing
and not sharing resources for different message sizes,
x̄ and s for 8 runs per each message size.

container level rather than depending on platform-specific418

services.419

To show the effect of sharing resources in the response420

time, we implemented a simple MAS where a sender agent421

periodically sent messages, of a given size, to a receiver agent422

that acknowledges reception. Using container-virtualisation,423

additional memory-intensive agents were deployed together424

with the receiver agent, in the first case within the same425

container and in the second case, in separate containers. As426

shown in Fig. 4, when agents share resources, e.g. RAM, the427

performance of each agent is affected when other agents are428

using resources intensively. In the case illustrated, the mean429

response time for 576 messages (8 messages of each size per430

run) of different sizes, is increased when memory-intensive431

agents are sharing resources with the recipient agent. More432

important, the standard deviation, represented by the shadow433

area, is high. As system containers enable isolation of the434

agents environment, the overall communication time is less435

sensible to other agents running in the same machine as long436

as they are all running in isolated environments.437

D. REDUCED PORTABILITY EFFORT438

The incorporation of system containers in the control sys-439

tem engineering enables the integration of software devel-440

opment and deployment operations in a infrastructure-as-a-441

code approach [43]. This approach brings, to the engineering442

process, practices such as continuous integration, continuous443

testing and integrated system change management, among444

others [50] that also boost the system readiness for automa-445

tion of software evolution and operation activities, including446

portability. The agent’s software and library dependencies are447

defined in a script (see Fig. 5) that is run once to create the448

base image of the control agents, then multiple instances,449

with potentially different configurations, can be started on-450

demand across the available infrastructure. As agents have451

their own isolated environment, the version conflicts on host452

Fig. 5: Excerpt of container image showing specific runtime
version and modules loaded for a particular agent
application.

platforms are limited and even completely avoided. Overall 453

the portability is simplified, a base image is built once and 454

containers can be installed many times in multiple target host 455

where the container management system has been previously 456

installed. 457

In addition, the life cycle of the agents is carried out 458

through a container management infrastructure which en- 459

ables the agents to be be started and shutdown, quickly on- 460

demand, without affecting others. Therefore, these container- 461

ised agents can be quickly scaled up or out (of the initial 462

runtime environment) and replaced with no required changes 463

to the implementation. 464

E. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 465

In this section we present a number of considerations for 466

designing an agent-based control following the approach 467

proposed. 468

1) Assessment of the agent implementation strategy. Al- 469

though it seems obvious, conventional approaches as- 470

sume the control systems is built on top of a MAS 471

platform, then the first decision is which platform to 472

use. That leads to a selection of programming language 473

and concrete design approach. [51] points out that agent 474

platforms do not meet specific needs of industrial ap- 475

plications, given their general-purpose orientation. On 476

the contrary, a MAS platform-independent approach 477

enables the design of highly bespoke control systems. 478

When agents are mapped one-to-one to the containers, 479

some of the MAS platforms services, such as the life cy- 480

cle management, can be replaced by container manage- 481

ment services. Other services e.g. agent discovery, are 482

designed according to the concrete case. However,the 483

downside of this approach, compared to the platform- 484

dependent solutions, is that the design effort is increased 485

according to the complexity of the use cases. 486

2) Individual and shared repositories. As an agent is in- 487

tended to encapsulate its own state, its design should 488

link state repositories and knowledge bases to each 489

individual agent. Knowledge sharing among agents 490

is preferred via message exchange rather than using 491
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Fig. 6: Control System Reference Architecture

blackboard-type spaces that introduce a dependency492

among the agent and a single-point-of-failure entity or493

service. Agents might share their own state data (e.g.494

observations from the elements under control) or con-495

figurations that other agents can use to their own states.496

This has to be defined according to requirements of each497

case, e.g. privacy and communication overhead. Shared498

repositories, when required, are not part of the core499

agent behaviours but are used for supporting activities500

e.g. backup, archives, etc.501

3) System-Wide Visibility Strategy. As a basic principle,502

agents generally have a partial/local view of the en-503

vironment, however, for implementation purposes, this504

principle is sometimes relaxed. A global view of the505

environment is possible by either adding shared spaces506

and services or enabling connections among all the507

agents of the system. However, this strategy becomes508

harder to maintain while the system grows. On the other509

side, when agents have partial views of the environment,510

the agents are less sensitive to changes in the scale. The511

trade-off is that the system becomes more complex as512

it requires a strategy to make decisions in a rationally-513

bounded context and deal with inconsistent or approxi-514

mated views of the environment.515

4) Agent behaviours and deployment To facilitate the cus-516

tomisation of a deployment environment; the design517

of the underlying agent behaviours should decouple518

environment-specific operations from the common op-519

erations given by the agent type. For example, fol-520

lowing the "separation of concerns" principle [52], the521

behaviour to trigger a temperature adjustment should522

separate the rules that lead to specific levels of tempera-523

ture and the process to trigger the changes, from the ac- 524

tual action that depends on the available physical inter- 525

faces. This way, multiple functionally-equivalent agent 526

instances can be parametrised to run with easy porta- 527

bility along different hardware infrastructures. This ap- 528

proach fosters quick reusability of pre-designed ele- 529

ments regardless of the concrete deployment environ- 530

ment, which reduces the extra design effort required 531

when there is no MAS platform support. Evolution of 532

core behaviour is also possible with reduced impact on 533

physical interfaces. 534

IV. A REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE FOR 535

CONTAINERISED CONTROL AGENTS 536

This section presents a control architecture based on the 537

approach and considerations previously described. 538

A. SYSTEM VIEWPOINT 539

The Fig. 6 illustrates the system architecture that is being 540

proposed in this paper. The key design principle is that 541

the control system is built from independent control agents, 542

composed of both, behaviours implementing the agent’s 543

interaction model, and atomic control behaviours, specific 544

to the entities or processes of the industrial system under 545

control. Multiple agent "boilerplates" are made out of these 546

behaviours and each of these boilerplates is defined as a self- 547

contained agent image that is deployed on-demand. 548

The agent boilerplates and their control behaviours cover 549

the different perspectives of interest of the industrial system. 550

The agents monitor and control the condition and perfor- 551

mance from each perspective. For example, Digital Asset 552

agents are linked to system elements such as machines, 553
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Fig. 7: Multiple realisations of the control reference architec-
ture

telecommunication devices or any other assets or their com-554

ponents. The Digital Space agents are mapped to the spaces555

where the assets are located. The granularity of the associa-556

tion between the agent and the assets or spaces depends on557

the availability of the sensors and actuators. These agents558

incorporate ad hoc behaviours for sensing and controlling559

that interface with the available physical sensors and capabil-560

ities of the asset or space. Likewise, other agents addressing561

more functional perspectives include: the Process Manager562

agents controlling one or several processes and workflows563

of interest that are carried out to deliver services or man-564

ufacture products. The Product Manager agents controlling565

the manufacture of one or several individual products (type566

of products) of interest. The Service Manager agents control567

the provision of one or several individual services (type of568

services) of interest. The control behaviours enable collection569

of measurement data for creating views of the industrial570

system with the metrics of interest from each perspective.571

These views then enable monitoring and triggering of the572

corresponding control actions. The individual architecture of573

a control agent is discussed in section IV-B.574

The system architecture does not include fundamental575

structural relationships between agents. These are replaced576

by communication and coordination flows that are defined577

by the agent topologies and corresponding message pro-578

tocols. Hence, as depicted in Fig. 7, the realisations of579

this architecture can implement different interaction models580

while reusing as much as possible the control behaviours581

and the specific interfaces with the elements under control.582

Moreover, different interaction models can work for different583

situations thus providing flexibility to the overall system.584

Support functions related to the control system’s infras-585

tructure can be either added to the core control agents or586

composed in dedicated infrastructure agents. These functions587

enable configuration, agent’s life cycle management and evo-588

lution of the overall system. The agent launcher configures589

agent’s behaviours to a particular context e.g. hardware or 590

network infrastructure and triggers the initialisation of an 591

individual agent. The Control Function Provisioner agents 592

trigger the creation of other control agents, they monitor their 593

state via interaction model and support agent takeovers when 594

required as they have behaviours that interface with the Con- 595

tainer Management System. The Control System Optimisers 596

agents monitor the overall control system performance, based 597

on configured metrics of interest e.g. resource usage, commu- 598

nication latency, messages passed, etc; and trigger routines 599

for optimisation of the control agents or their interaction 600

models. This set of agents are then the main source of 601

reconfiguration and adaptation of the control system. 602

B. INTERNAL AGENT VIEWPOINT 603

The agent is a modular unit that is assembled on deployment 604

given the configuration passed. This configuration defines 605

specific parameters of operation for the behaviours and in- 606

teraction model of the agent. As deployment is quick, any 607

substantial change in the agent structure or interaction model 608

leads to the agent being decommissioned and a new instance 609

with updated structure and behaviours is deployed. Fig. 8 610

shows the simplified view of the internal architecture of 611

an agent representing an asset of an industrial system. The 612

key fundamental agent functions are covered by ad hoc 613

behaviours organised in four groups: observation, communi- 614

cation, control and decision making. Given the configuration 615

defined in the agent launcher, the specific behaviours of the 616

ones presented in Fig. 8 are deployed. An agent can be 617

deployed with all or a subset of the available behaviours. 618

The sensing behaviour enables processing of the data streams 619

coming from the configured data sources, including the im- 620

plementation of the interfaces with physical sensors deployed 621

along an industrial system. Supporting actors preprocess (e.g. 622

normalise or classify) the data collected and manage the life 623

cycle of the agent’s view of the industrial system. Depending 624

on the type of agent, this view can be local or according to 625

interaction model, consider other agent’s collected data. The 626

decision-making behaviours drive the control action selection 627

by defining the model and criteria used for this selection. 628

This selection might be as simple or complex as required, for 629

example based on rule-based, probabilistic, neural networks 630

or any other learning models. The actuating behaviours link 631

the available physical and software-based capabilities (ac- 632

tuators), thus enabling the activation of control actions and 633

provide a message-driven interface to these actions. The 634

behaviours can be aggregated or activated in runtime where 635

they remain stable, however if more significant changes are 636

required, for example, upgrade a pre-trained model with new 637

meta-parameters and configuration, a take-over process takes 638

place where the containerised agent is replaced by another 639

one with the updated behaviours and model. 640

The agent’s state is stored in a local repository, however 641

backup functions are intended to be defined as a specialised 642

actuating behaviour copying local state to decoupled reposi- 643

tories. This way the operation of the agent is not dependent 644
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Fig. 8: Containerised Agent: Simplified Structural View Of The Internal Architecture. Stereotypes as follows: A) Agent, B)
Behaviour, R) Supporting Actor, C) Auxiliary Class.

on remote repositories but it is also possible to instantiate645

a new or changed version of the agent with a baseline of646

historical state, for example in the case of an update of the647

agent’s decision models.648

V. CASE STUDY: SUPERVISORY CONTROL OF NEXT649

GENERATION NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE650

This section introduces a case study of MAS-based supervi-651

sory control applied to next generation telecommunications652

network infrastructures. The study is intended to illustrate653

the characteristics of an agent-based control approach that654

relaxes the MAS platform dependencies as discussed in655

sections III and IV.656

A. CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION657

1) Next Generation Digital Infrastructures658

Fig. 9 illustrates an example of a next generation digital in-659

frastructure where multiple networks, not only core telecom-660

munications but also wireless sensor and actuator, virtual or661

even workforce networks, enable the provision of a variety662

customisable and heterogeneous digital services with some663

agreed service levels (SLAs). Beyond physical and software-664

defined telecom networks (SDN) [53] and the convergence665

of mobile and fixed access networks [54], other networked666

systems such as the workforce or the supply management667

systems are also key components of the infrastructure to668

enable seamlessly and agile service delivery. On the right669

side of Fig. 9, supervising this infrastructure, an instance of670

an agent-based control system enables decision-making con- 671

sidering the data gathered at each different network context. 672

The main type of service of interest is the data trans- 673

port across different locations of the infrastructure network. 674

Instances of this service define specific requirements of 675

bandwidth and latency, among other properties. The data 676

is transported along multiple sub-networks, some of them 677

with different operators and generally different low-level 678

control entities, such as software defined controllers. Given 679

the huge amounts of data generated by these systems, ensur- 680

ing that service provision meets customer expectations (e.g. 681

as set in the SLAs) and business goals while considering 682

the operational context, becomes difficult to achieve without 683

automation [55]. A supervisory control –above other existing 684

local network control functions– is required to integrate the 685

multiple perspectives and consolidate control actions given 686

this integrated view. 687

2) Requirements of Next Generation Digital Infrastructures 688

Together with academic and industrial partners of the NG- 689

CDI3 research programme we identified requirements of the 690

future digital infrastructures. We highlight here those key 691

requirements that have implication on the control system and 692

that make the approach discussed in section III particularly 693

useful in this case. 694

• Ever growing infrastructure and third-party platform 695

risk aversion. Telecom network infrastructures are in- 696

3https://www.ng-cdi.org/
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Fig. 9: Case Study Environment: Digital Infrastructure and Container-based Control System

herently distributed and in permanent evolution [56],697

[57]. It is hard to anticipate the dimensions that the698

infrastructure might reach. For this reason, it is risky699

and hence undesirable to tie key supervisory control700

functions to a single third-party MAS platform because701

there is no certainty about the platform’s ability to702

evolve at the speed and dimensions the infrastructure703

and control system might require.704

• Geographically distribution and effortless portability.705

Network infrastructures have been and will continue to706

be geographically distributed. Moreover the computing707

resources that enable their control are also distributed.708

It is desirable that control system components can be709

deployed and ported along the cloud or edge computing710

resources with minimal effort and according to where711

it is more advantageous from a business or end-user712

perspective.713

• Elasticity and fine-grained resource monitoring and al-714

location. The network infrastructures are expected to715

be elastic, leveraging on software-defined networks that716

can grow or shrink on demand [58]. Likewise, it should717

be possible to scale up or down the control system,718

according to the network infrastructure needs. Part of719

this is assumed for agent-based control systems, as720

agents can be started or shut down on demand. However,721

determining the best allocation of resources to agents722

is only possible by individually monitoring agent’s re-723

source needs and usage. This way, extra resources can724

be provisioned for the control system when required and725

also freed when unused.726

B. INTRODUCTION TO CONTROL SOLUTION 727

APPROACH 728

A realisation of the reference architecture presented in the 729

section IV was used to implement a control system prototype 730

for supervision of the operation of an instance of a digital 731

infrastructure. The supervisory control is the topmost level 732

control function with two main monitoring and control per- 733

spectives: a) monitoring and managing the physical condition 734

of the assets that are involved in the delivery of the digital ser- 735

vices and b) assessing and adjusting the service performance 736

with reference to the SLAs. Digital Asset agents are mapped 737

one-to-one to the network elements and monitor their local 738

performance: in/out throughput given the existing links and 739

connections of the network element with others. These agents 740

also monitor the physical condition of the assets (namely 741

board temperature, system errors packets, CPU usage and 742

RAM usage, among others). Control actions, such as re- 743

routing of traffic flow among different paths or provision 744

of new network resources, are triggered via REST API to 745

low-level controllers (e.g. SDN Controller and Container 746

Manager). 747

The Service Provision Control behaviours include algo- 748

rithms for both monitoring the performance of a set of 749

services and triggering the actions to ensure the agreed 750

performance. Algorithm 1 shows the routines for calculat- 751

ing network throughput variation ∆T after the Digital As- 752

sets have reported their state. The algorithm consolidates 753

measurements from Digital Assets involved in the service 754

delivery and compares their performance with each other. 755

If the variation ∆i for a given time window (ws, we) is 756

higher than the agreed SLA thresholds it triggers the defined 757

action, in this case the replacement of the under performing 758

Digital Asset. This algorithm shows a simplified version, but 759

different actions can be triggered by matching the observed 760
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values.761

This control behaviour that can be either implemented by a762

dedicated Service Manager agent, or a selected Digital Asset763

agent. In fact, three variations of the control architecture764

were implemented. The first one, named H (Hierarchical),765

defines a hierarchy between the Digital Asset agents (DA)766

and a Service Manager (SM). The other two architectures,767

are connected resembling the topology t of the network under768

control. In the architecture named Lt (Leader with topology769

t), one of the DAs is the leader that takes over the Service770

Provision Control behaviour instead of a dedicated SM. In771

the architecture named Dt (Distributed with topology t), the772

leader responsibilities are distributed locally among DAs that773

exchange data collected with neighbours.774

The prototype4 of the control system was implemented in775

Scala using the akka actor framework5 and the agents are776

packed as docker6 containers.777

Algorithm 1 Monitoring of Throughput Variation (∆T )
input: ws, we, V, α, p

for li in L do
A← a(V, li, ws, we)
Xi ← m(A)
G← ∅,K ← ∅,
B ← n(V,ws, we)
for Bi in B do
C ← c(V,Bi, ws, we)
C ′ ← c(V,B′i, ws, we)
∆i = m(C ′)−m(C)
if ∆i > α then
r(p,Bi)
K ← [K,Bi]

ws ← we

C. EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE778

CONTAINER-BASED MAS APPROACH TO779

SUPERVISORY CONTROL780

The evaluation of the proposed approach is broken down in781

two parts. The first part assesses the prototype in operation782

within a realistic but small scale environment. Because of783

complexity and availability of resources this is only possible784

to analyse at small scale. The second part aims to analyse785

behaviours of the system at larger levels of scale, especially786

with regards to control agent’s resource management (which787

is linked directly to the ability to ease portability and elastic-788

ity). In both parts of the evaluation, the statistical significance789

of differences among architectures is checked according to790

these hypothesis: H0: The mean usage of resources is the791

same among architectures.HA: The mean usage of resources792

is different among architectures.793

4Github repository available upon request.
5https://developer.lightbend.com/guides/akka-quickstart-scala/
6https://www.docker.com/resources/what-container

TABLE 1
Symbols used in the Algorithm 1

Symbol Description
ws Time Window Start (Last Time Window End)
we Time Window End (Current time)
V Set of measurements reported by Digital Assets
p Function Provisioner Address
m(A) Function that calculates the mean of the given set.
L Set of Service Level Agreements Metrics

a(V, li, ws, we)
Function that filters measurements reported for metric
li during interval: ws − we

n(V,ws, we)
Function that returns set of Digital Assets that reported
measurements during interval.

c(V,Bi, ws, we)
Function that filters measurements by the given set of
Digital Assets during interval.

Bi Subset containing the Digital Asset bi
B′

i Subset of Digital Assets not containing bi

α
Parameter that indicates the tolerance threshold for
triggering replacement

r(p,Bi)
Function that asks function provisioner
p to replace set of Digital Assets Bi

1) Small Scale Evaluation 794

A network with the topology presented in Fig. 10 was em- 795

ulated to serve as testbed for the control prototype. This 796

particular topology was chosen as it reproduces a typical 797

topology that appears in this type of network infrastructures 798

[59]. This environment was implemented in mininet7 with 799

Ryu SDN Controller8. Each node corresponds to an emu- 800

lated switch, the links between them were set with different 801

bandwidth and delays. Ryu performs basic data flow control 802

capturing traffic measurements through the emulated network 803

and making them available via REST API. Over the emulated 804

network, a regular flow of data traffic is simulated using iperf 805

tool. The condition of the underlying assets over which each 806

switch is deployed is simulated by a SimAsset. We built this 807

as a Scala actor that exposes a data stream from synthetic 808

CSV files, randomly generated from datasets provided by 809

industrial partners. There is one SimAsset per switch and 810

the data is sensed by a matching Digital Asset agent via one 811

of their sensing behaviours. On deployment of the control 812

system, one agent is created and associated to each switch. 813

This way the supervisory control system observes traffic and 814

network state via Ryu SDN Controller and physical condition 815

via the SimAsset. 816

The control system prototype was run eight times for each 817

variation of the architecture while completing the following 818

scenarios: 819

• Standard Operation: The Ryu SDN Controller drives 820

traffic considering a combination of shortest path 821

and highest bandwidth. Supervisory control monitors, 822

records and compares throughput against SLAs. Partic- 823

ularly, in this scenario the control system supervises that 824

connectivity and data traffic between hosts connected to 825

switches 8 and 20 (Fig. 10) is within parameters defined 826

in the SLAs. 827

7http://mininet.org/
8https://ryu-sdn.org/
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• Condition-driven Operation: The node 7 in Fig. 10, is828

simulated to fail due to overheating. The Supervisory829

control detects this condition degradation and triggers830

update of data flows to drain the traffic out of switch 7.831

2) Large Scale Evaluation832

Agents can be deployed across large infrastructures as re-833

quired, only if there are enough resources available. Hence,834

monitoring the resources each agent uses is critical to deter-835

mine their demands. Likewise, the control system’s ability836

to operate elastically, is only possible if resources used by837

agent’s can be provisioned and freed on-demand. The aim of838

this part of the evaluation is to analyse whether the approach839

explored facilitates overall management of control resources840

at a large scale. The following experiments were carried out:841

• Portability & Resource Monitoring The aim was to842

deploy the control system prototype with hundreds of843

agents and monitor their resources. This enables to844

evaluate how easy it is to port and scale the system and845

monitor each agent’s resources. To simplify the experi-846

ment we use a ring topology for the emulated network847

and focus on architectures H (Hierarchical) and Dr848

(Distributed with a ring topology). The control system849

was ported from a laptop (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8550U850

CPU @ 1.80GHz with 16Gb of RAM ) to a server851

(Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4 @ 2.40GHz with852

66 Gb of RAM). Resource monitoring was implemented853

using Prometheus9 and Kamon10, reporting to tailored854

Grafana dashboards11.855

• Deployment Strategy As system containers enable856

different strategies for deployment of heterogeneous857

agents, this experiment aims to analyse the effect of858

the strategy when the number of agents increases. The859

heterogeneity here is evidenced by the resources (RAM)860

required by each agent and the effect is quantified in861

terms of the cost of running the control system which is862

directly proportional to the resources used. Two strate-863

gies are studied: one with mixed agent types in a single864

deployment unit (1-to-Many), which is normally the865

case in conventional solutions, and the other one with866

one deployment unit per agent (1-to-1), which is the867

strategy used in the prototype implementation. Control868

systems with three proportions of stable/transient agents869

were simulated: 20/80, 50/50 and 80/20. The agents870

whose resource demands are stable, are those that con-871

trol, for example, physical assets that are up and running872

during most of the time; and agents that are transient,873

control, for example, temporal entities or assets. In the874

context of digital infrastructures, these can correspond875

to network elements of temporal networks set up on876

demand for music or sports events. Resource demands877

for each agent are modelled as Poisson processes, where878

9https://prometheus.io/
10https://kamon.io/
11https://grafana.com/

Fig. 10: Network used in the emulation. Generated using the
Newman-Watts-Strogatz model [60] with n = 25,
k = 3 and p = 0.4.

an event indicates a variation in the resource consump- 879

tion pattern. Details of the simulation parameters are 880

presented in Table 2 and the results are discussed in the 881

next section. 882

TABLE 2
On-Demand Resource Simulation Parameters

Parameter Name Value
Quantity of agents [5, 10, 50, 80, 120, 400]
Proportion of stable agents [0.2, 0.5, 0.8]
Transient agents operation
(time units) [20, 40, 60]

Resource usage profiles: Stable: Max 0.9
Transient: Max 0.5

Agents demand change rate Poisson process with λ = 0.2
Times steps 1000
Repetitions 8

D. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 883

1) Small Scale 884

The supervisory control collected and aggregated through- 885

put data, enabling the monitoring of the network ser- 886

vices via dashboards as the one presented in Fig. 11. It 887

highlights the aggregated service view created out of the 888

measurements collected by individual Digital Asset (DA) 889

agents. In the standard operation scenario, all three varia- 890

tions of the architecture were effective in enabling traffic 891

TABLE 3
Small Scale: Agent’s Summary Statistics

RAM(MB) CPU (%) Tx (MB)
Topo. x̄ s p x̄ s p x̄ s p
H 136.4156 7.0973 0.006 13.58 2.04 0.009 0.0651 0.0203 0.008
Lsw 150.5052 15.4495 0.002 16.35 3.42 0.005 0.0979 0.0366 0.002
Dsw 147.2075 15.7945 0.003 15.45 4.03 0.060 0.0937 0.0446 0.011
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Fig. 11: Supervisory Control dashboard, highlighting Ser-
vice View panel with throughput for p2p connection
services as reported on real-time by the prototype.

via the path [8, 7, 2, 1, 18, 19, 20] (See Fig. 10). When the892

switch 7 was simulated to fail, the new path selected was893

[8, 9, 10, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. A summary of the resource usage894

and communication overhead, for the eight runs, by each895

architecture is presented in Table 3. The hierarchical architec-896

ture (H) shows the lowest resource usage (RAM and CPU)897

on average. To check whether these differences are signif-898

icant, we first applied the Shapiro normality test, obtaining899

the p-values shown in column p of Table 3. Such a normality900

hypothesis is rejected for all the groups taking part in the901

comparison, given the small value of the p-values. Even for902

the group with a higher p-value, CPU usage p-value= 0.06,903

it is not considered high enough to avoid rejection of the904

normality hypothesis. Hence, a suitable, non-parametric test905

for the comparison of groups is Friedman test. The p-value906

for the comparison of the RAM groups is 0.0439 which leads907

to a rejection of the hypothesis of groups having equal RAM908

mean. However, the post-hoc analysis for CPU and bytes909

transferred (Tx), shows that the difference is not significant910

to reject that these 2 groups have equal mean, having a p-911

value of 0.1969. The RAM differences can be explained as912

the DA agents in H have lower workload as only the SM913

agent consolidates measurements and monitor SLAs.914

This experiment shows that conventional platform ser-915

vices, such as agent discovery, can be implemented with916

the support of a system-based container framework, in this917

case using Docker. This way we address the first requirement918

identified in V-A2 as there is no fundamental dependency919

on a MAS platform. In addition, the agents have their own920

local registries of agents rather than a global one. This way921

multiple connection topologies and coordination protocols922

can be implemented with reduced changes among config-923

urations. For example, in H , each agent has only the SM924

address whereas in Lsw andDsw architectures, every DA has925

as many agent neighbour as links exist in the switch being926

controlled. We have seen this also causes DA agents of H927

to have a lower RAM usage than in other architectures but928

making the SM a single point of failure (SPoF). However, this929

is not a default SPoF, because the control system can easily930

be adjusted by moving service control behaviours to DAs and 931

updating their local registries with convenient neighbours, as 932

is the case of Lsw and Dsw architectures. 933

Each agent container is deployed with the same Scala 934

classes and there is a parameter, passed at launching, that 935

indicates which behaviours (Scala traits) should be enabled 936

in each agent, this makes the system flexible as it is easy to 937

switch between agent architectures, just before starting each 938

agent. The agent container image size is 117MB, and Table 3 939

shows that resource usage varies with the architecture. For 940

reference, we compare these values with those of a basic 941

installation of the JADE platform. This uses in the order of 942

70MB of RAM while idle and the size of a JADE image 943

container is around 82MB. So it shows that the values ob- 944

tained in our prototype are not ideal but still can be deployed 945

in constrained devices such as a Raspberry Pi. Furthermore, 946

there are active efforts towards making container operating 947

systems lighter, breaking them down into libraries [45] and 948

also for enabling customisation of execution environments. 949

2) Large Scale 950

The mean RAM usage profile per agent in two architectures 951

with up to 300 agents is presented in Fig. 12. Overall, the fig- 952

ures show requirements of less than 170MB, on average, per 953

agent of each system, regardless of the architecture and the 954

number of DA agents (number of assets). After concluding 955

that normality could not be assumed for the analysed groups, 956

we applied Friedman tests to check whether the differences in 957

RAM usage within the same architecture but different quan- 958

tities of agents were significant. In this case, we obtained a p- 959

value of 0.001031 for H and 0.000079 for Dr, meaning that, 960

the mean RAM usage per agent and architecture is the same 961

regardless of the quantity of agents (H0 accepted). Evalu- 962

ating differences of the RAM per architecture for a given 963

quantity of agents, we found that p-value was 0 for all the 964

quantities analysed. This means there are differences among 965

RAM usage per architecture (H0 rejected), which is also 966

shown by the solid lines in Fig.12. However, when comparing 967

the overall mean RAM usage per agent and architecture, it 968

is only possible to say that H architecture has lower RAM 969

requirements (around 40MB less) per agent than the Dr 970

architecture. Only by monitoring individual agent usage per 971

type of agent, we realise that SM agent has higher resource 972

demands that grow linearly as the system is scaled up (inset 973

in Fig. 12). By design this is expected, as responsibilities of 974

Service Manager mean a higher workload that depends on 975

the number of agents. However, this might not be always 976

clear, for example, if the frequency of certain operation in 977

a particular asset is higher than in others, it might cause a 978

higher workload in the controlling DA agent. This type of 979

demands are even more difficult to pick when the number 980

of agents grows. Defining agents as single deployment units 981

(containers) independent of a MAS platform, enables to set 982

resource usage limits per agent. This way thresholds can be 983

monitored and controlled to determine which agents require 984

tuning or extra resources. 985
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For the cost analysis, we define Aa/b as the Cost Advan-
tage of one deployment strategy a over another b, as follows:

Aa/b =
Ĉb − Ĉa

Ĉb

(1)

Where Ĉa is the mean cost of the system for the strategy a986

normalised by the number of agents and the observation time.987

The mean cost is calculated as the mean of the resources988

used by the all the agents in the system. Thus the cost989

advantage shows the proportion of the benefit (cost savings)990

of one strategy a over the reference strategy b. The bars991

in Fig. 13 show the cost advantage of a 1-to-1 agent-node992

deployment strategy, with on-demand provisioning, over a993

1-to-Many deployment strategy, in environments with three994

combinations of stable/transient agents. There is an advan-995

tage in the 1-to-1 over the 1-to-M strategy in all the cases996

analysed except when the there are 400 agents and 80% of997

them stable. When the proportion stable/transient is 20/80,998

this cost advantage of 1-to-1 strategy is consistently close999

to 40% of the cost of the 1-to-Many strategy. However, it1000

decreases and becomes more variable when the proportion1001

of stable/transient agents is 50/50. Even, when the most1002

of agents are stable the advantage is reduced to less than1003

10% and no advantage with greatest number of agents. The1004

standard deviation for the eight runs is plotted on top of1005

each bar. This experiment confirms the intuition that 1-to-11006

deployment strategy is more cost-effective in scenarios with1007

high number of transient agents and also shows the potential1008

magnitude of the benefit considering mix of agents and scale.1009

Reflecting on second and third requirements in section1010

V-A2, these experiments show that the ability to monitor1011

individual agents together with the isolation of environment1012

facilitates the portability of agents to where resources are1013

available. Likewise, as agents are individual deployment1014

units the system can scale up and down bringing potential1015

cost benefits during operation.1016

E. LESSONS LEARNED1017

Although we presented a case in the context of telecom-1018

munication infrastructure services, this approach is closely1019

aligned with agility and capability-based flexibility principles1020

of cloud manufacturing [1] and the general system architec-1021

ture for Industry 4.0 applications [61]. Furthermore, the shift1022

from pure goods production towards mixed product-service1023

business models [62], brings the service-oriented scenarios1024

presented in this case study, closer to the manufacturing1025

industry.1026

We explored the engineering of agent-based control sys-1027

tems by relaxing dependencies on conventional MAS plat-1028

forms, the case study helped us to bring the following reflec-1029

tions:1030

• Dynamic Control. As industrial systems are increasingly1031

dynamic, it becomes more relevant for the control sys-1032

tem to have the flexibility to change its structure. The1033

approach explored provides flexibility to easily change1034

Fig. 12: Mean RAM usage for two architectures with up to
300 DA agents. The inset shows mean usage per type
of agent in the Hierarchical architecture.

agent system topologies and for communication there is 1035

no need of a single agent directory. 1036

• Decoupled Services. One benefit of the approach ex- 1037

plored is that the supporting tools for agent monitoring, 1038

are not integrated to the MAS platform, but are separate 1039

services, running in their own containers. This facil- 1040

itates the replacement of such tools (e.g. Prometheus 1041

and Grafana) for alternatives without requiring to mi- 1042

grate agents to another MAS platform. So the services 1043

normally offered by a single MAS platform can be 1044

consumed from specialised of-the-shelf solutions. 1045

• Automated Asset Generation. Due to the container- 1046

based virtualisation, new agents can be created from the 1047

same template in an automated process, this approach 1048

enables the control system to grow in the number of 1049

agents as required and to move them along the available 1050

infrastructure. Another consequence of these character- 1051

istics is that migration of control systems can be eased 1052

progressively per control function, rather than requiring 1053

a big-bang approach. 1054

• Programming Language Independence. Although all 1055

our agents were developed in Scala, the discussed ap- 1056

proach also offers potential for programming language 1057

independence as the only requirement for interaction 1058

with other agents of the control system is to be able to 1059

send/receive messages according to the ad hoc protocol. 1060

• Customisation & Resource Usage Improvement. The 1061

image size and resource usage profiles of the agent con- 1062

tainers is an area where significant improvements can be 1063

made. Key to improve this aspect is the availability of 1064

more modular and customisable runtime environments, 1065

together with Unikernels and library operating systems. 1066

Tools for easing development in different programming 1067

languages using these technologies are still insufficient. 1068

• Complementing MAS Platforms. Container-based vir- 1069
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Fig. 13: Cost advantage due to on-demand provisioning of
agents deployed in individual containers (1-to-1
strategy) for three proportions of stable/transient
agents.

tualisation can be used as a complement of MAS plat-1070

forms. However, there are platforms that implement1071

the container pattern at application level. Working with1072

two levels of containers increases complexity of the1073

development process.1074

• Hard Real-time Limitations Although system containers1075

do not offer hard real-time performance that some in-1076

dustrial applications require, there are multiple ongoing1077

efforts to address this issue [63].1078

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK1079

This paper introduces an approach for the engineering of1080

agent-based control systems while relaxing dependencies in1081

MAS platforms. In this approach agents are self-contained1082

applications that are deployed independently of others. The1083

paper also presents a reference control architecture, based on1084

the proposed approach, where decoupled control behaviours1085

are composed into agent images that can be configured for1086

activation on start up. As a result, each agent structure can1087

be easily replicated or deployed along the available hardware1088

infrastructure.1089

The feasibility of this approach was demonstrated with a1090

case study for the implementation of a supervisory control1091

system in digital network infrastructures. Three variations1092

of the architecture were implemented in a prototype which1093

monitors and controls the condition-driven operation of an1094

emulated network. We tested the ease of portability and1095

ability to monitor resources with specialised decoupled off-1096

the-shelf solutions that substitute equivalent MAS platform1097

services. We found containerised agents are more demanding1098

in terms of computing resources than traditional agents em-1099

bedded in agent platforms, however this was not a problem1100

for the studied case and there is room for optimisation. This1101

approach also facilitates monitoring of resource usage for1102

each individual agent.1103

In addition, we analysed the effect of defining agents as 1104

individual deployment units, in the overall cost of operation 1105

of the control system. The simulation results showed that this 1106

approach is cost-effective especially when there is a higher 1107

proportion of transient agents than stable ones in the control 1108

system. 1109

A route for future works is to explore the creation of 1110

containerised agents based on Unikernels. To date, tools for 1111

creation and monitoring of Unikernels are scarce and still at 1112

an early stage which represents a barrier for the evaluation. 1113
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